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Slavery, Abolition and Emancipation Vol 2 2020-04-27

most writers associated with the first generation of british romanticism blake coleridge

wordsworth southey thelwall and others wrote against the slave trade this edition collects a

corpus of work which reflects the issues and theories concerning slavery and the status of the

slave

The Routledge Companion to Literature and Art 2024-03-11

the routledge companion to literature and art explores the links between literature and visual

art from classical ekphrasis through to contemporary experimental forms the collection s

engagement with diverse literary and cultural artifacts offers a comprehensive survey of the

vibrant interrelationships that currently inform literary studies and the arts featuring four

sections the first part provides an overview of theoretical approaches to art and literature from

philosophy and aesthetics through to cognitive neuroscience part two examines one of the

most important intersections between text and image the workings of ekphrasis across poetry

fiction drama comics life and travel writing and architectural treatises parts three and four

consider intermedial crossings from antiquity to the present the contributors examine the rich

intermedial experiments that range from manuscript studies to infographics in graphic

narratives illuminating the vibrant ways in which texts have intersected with illustration music

dance architecture painting photography media installations and television throughout this

dynamic collection of 37 chapters the contributors evolve existing critical debates in innovative

new directions the volume will be a critical resource for advanced undergraduate and

graduate students as well as specialist scholars working in literary studies philosophy of art

text and image studies and visual culture the introduction and chapters 10 14 and 37 of this

book are freely available as a downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a

creative commons attribution cc by 4 0 license
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Publisher and Bookseller 1878

vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas bookseller separately paged

and not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular series

The Bookseller 1877

this book deals with curriculum issues and problems and one of its aims is to help practising

teachers to clarify their own theory and practice in relation to the curriculum the contributors

look at three popular theories or sets of assumptions held by teachers the child centred view

of education the subject centred or knowledge centred view and the society centred view each

of these views is incomplete on its own but each has something to contribute in planning a

curriculum as a whole and the authors emphasize that a comprehensive theory of curriculum

planning would take into account the individual nature of the pupil and also recognize the

social value of education this kind of comprehensive curriculum planning has been described

as the situation centred curriculum based on the idea that schools should be concerned with

preparing the young for the world as it will be when they leave school one of the purposes of

education is to develop a child s autonomy he or she must learn to cope with the variety of

situations which will face him or her in society thus many different approaches must be

employed in establishing a basis for the complex task of curriculum planning the book draws

on the disciplines of philosophy psychology history and sociology to suggest new approaches

to curriculum objectives and evaluation it considers the theoretical bases of curriculum models

practical issues of planning evaluation and pedagogy and discusses some urgent

contemporary questions about the politics and control of the curriculum

Gerald Massey 2009-01-01

studies of shakespeare and politics often ask the question whether his dramas are on the side

of aristocratic or monarchical sovereign authority or are on the side of those who resist

whether he endorses a standard view of male and patriarchal authority or whether his cross
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dressing heroines put him among feminist thinkers scholars also show that shakespeare s

representations of rule revolt and arguments about laws and constitutions draw on and allude

to stories and real events that were contemporaneous for him as well as historical ones

building on scholarship about shakespeare and politics this book argues that shakespeare s

representations and stagings of political power sovereignty resistance and controversy are

more complex the merits of political life as opposed to life governed by monetary exchange

religious truth supernatural power military heroism or interpersonal love are rehearsed in the

plots and the clashing and contradictory meanings of politics its association with free truthful

speech but also with dishonest hypocrisy with open action and argument as much as occult

behind the scenes manoevring are dramatized by him to show that although violence lies and

authoritarianism do often win out in the world there is another kind of politics and a political

way that we would do well to follow when we can the book offers original readings of the

characters and plots of shakespeare s dramas in order to illustrate the subtlety of his pictures

of political power how it works and what is wrong and right with it

Theory and Practice of Curriculum Studies 2012-05-16

this three volume set introduces the practice of advanced dialectical systems level problem

solving in both the social and natural sciences in social science it opens new vistas regarding

organizational strategy and work design in the natural sciences it provides heretofore missing

conceptions of physical systems in peril due to the climate crisis in addition the author draws

conclusions that are important for advancing generative ai the monograph presents novel

conceptual tools that directly impact the internal structure of a systems analyst s mental

processing in real time while the first volume lays the theoretical groundwork for dialectical

systems analysis the second focusing on the nature of work lays bare the structure of

complex thinking in terms of the thought forms it requires in order to facilitate better

understanding of the principles taught in the first two volumes the third volume provides a

manual of dialectical thought forms which is the only one in existence today
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The Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals 1972

at a time when each society had its own medium of propogation of its researches in the form

of transactions proceedings journals etc a need was strongly felt for bringing out a journal

devoted exclusively to the study and advancement of indian culture in all its aspects this

encouraged jas burgess to launch the indian antiquary in 1872 the scope was in his own

words as wide as possible incorporating manners and customs arts mythology feasts festivals

and rites antiquities and the history of india another laudable aim was to present the readers

abstracts of the most recent researches of scholars in india and the west indian antiquary also

dealt with local legends folklore proverbs etc in short indian antiquary was entirely devoted to

the study of man the indian in all spheres introduction to facsimile volumes published 1985

Shakespeare and the Political Way 2020-08-30

presentations made at the fifth westhill sociology of education conference in january 1982

introd

Advanced Systems-Level Problem Solving, Volume 1

2023-11-14

in this new volume gavin walker attempts to open a conversation between sociology and

jungian psychology both often overlooked by each other through a series of wide ranging

essays this book provides a jungian counterpoint to the more accepted freudian perspective in

sociology by engaging with several key themes including race gender urban sociology religion

and the environment the chapters here consider methodological issues such as how jungian

psychology might contribute to our understanding of human nature and jung s and sociology s

complex and manylevelled relationship with anthropology as a whole this unique work

provides an open ended exploration of what sociology includes and excludes from its agenda

and asks how engagement with jung might shift the centre of gravity of a heterogeneous
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discipline psyche science and society will be of interest to academics and students working in

the fields of analytical psychology and sociology as well as psychoanalysis anthropology

feminism environmentalism comparative religion and the history of science

Indian Antiquary 1896

ian crombie s impressive volumes provide a comprehensive interpretation of plato s doctrines

volume 2 deals with more technical philosophical topics including the theory of knowledge

philosophy of nature and the methodology of science and philosophy each volume is self

contained

The Athenaeum 1890

the jungians a comparative and historical perspective is the first book to trace the history of

the profession of analytical psychology from its origins in 1913 until the present as someone

who has been personally involved in many aspects of jungian history thomas kirsch is well

equipped to take the reader through the history of the movement and to document its growth

throughout the world with chapters covering individual geographical areas the uk usa and

australia to name but a few in some depth he also provides new information on the ever

controversial subject of jung s relationship to nazism jews and judaism a lively and well

researched key work of reference the jungians will appeal to not only to those working in the

field of analysis but would also make essential reading for all those interested in jungian

studies

Gender, Class & Education 1983

a weekly review of politics literature theology and art
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Publishers' circular and booksellers' record 1896

focussing on three first and early second century documents the shepherd of hermas 1

clement and the ignatian epistles this work contributes to a growing body of literature

concerned with the social setting of early christianity maier argues that the development of

structures of leadership in the early christian church is best accounted for by reference to the

hospitality patronage and leadership of wealthy hosts who invited local christian groups to

meet in their homes sociological models and types are employed to analyze the tensions that

arose from excesses of patronage and leadership by the well to do recognizing the socio

economic setting of these conflicts corrects the interpretation of early christian conflicts over

the ministry as purely theological and doctrinali

Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record of British and

Foreign Literature 1896

this radical appraisal of durkheim s method first published in 1988 argues that fundamental

errors have been made in interpreting durkheim mike gane argues that to understand the

rules it is necessary also to understand the context of the french society in which the book

was written he explores the cultural and philosophical debates which raged in france during

the period when durkheim prepared the book and establishes the real and unsuspected

complexity of durkheim s position its formal complexity its epistemological complexity and its

historical complexity

Psyche, Science and Society 2023-04-13

it is our hope that this collection will give readers a sense of the type of metaphysical

investigations that are now being carried out by thinkers in the western nations we also hope

that the reader s curiosity will be peaked so that further inquiry will follow
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The Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record of British and

Foreign Literature 1896

picks up on divisions within the area of analytical psychology and explores many of the most

hotly contested issues with a group of leading international jungian authors contributing papers

from contrasting perspectives

An Examination of Plato's Doctrines Vol 2 (RLE: Plato)

2012-11-27

first published in 2007 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Jungians 2012-10-12

basil bernstein began to develop his theory of social structure and power relations during the

1950s and 1960s early in the 1960s he met m a k halliday and ruqaiya hasan who were

developing the first formulations of what would become known as systemic functional sf

linguistic theory a far reaching dialogue began bernstein recognized the significant role that

language plays in the construction of social experience and social inequality halliday and

hasan were actively seeking a theory of language that would explain the nature of the social

in different ways they acknowledged the powerful role of language in the social construction of

experience their resulting enquiries brought both theories and scholars into dialogue

contributors to this volume including hasan and bernstein continue this dialogue in a range of

papers that draw on both sf linguistic theory with special reference to genre and bernstein s

sociological theory particularly with reference to his later work on pedagogic device and

pedagogic discourse several authors describe the influence of these theories on classroom

practice including english and mathematics and literacy teaching in indigenous schools

pedagogy and the shaping of consciousness is an important contribution to the explication of

the two theories the dialogue which they continue to provoke and their contribution to the
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provision of more equal access to education

Athenaeum and Literary Chronicle 1887

the routledge encyclopaedia of educational thinkers comprises 128 essays by leading scholars

analysing the most important influential innovative and interesting thinkers on education of all

time each of the chronologically arranged entries explores why a particular thinker is

significant for those who study education and explores the social historical and political

contexts in which the thinker worked ranging from confucius and montessori to dewey and

edward de bono the entries form concise accessible summaries of the greatest or most

influential educational thinkers of past and present times each essay includes the following

features concise biographical information on the individual an outline of the individual s key

achievements and activities an assessment of their impact and influence a list of their major

writings suggested further reading carefully brought together to present a balance of gender

and geographical contexts as well as areas of thought and work in the broad field of

education this substantial volume provides a unique history and overview of figures who have

shaped education and educational thinking throughout the world combining and building upon

two internationally renowned volumes this collection is deliberately broad in scope crossing

centuries boundaries and disciplines the encyclopaedia therefore provides a perfect

introduction to the huge range and diversity of educational thought offering an accessible

means of understanding the emergence and development of what is currently seen in the

classroom this encyclopaedia is an invaluable reference guide for all students of education

including undergraduates and post graduates in education or teacher training and students of

related disciplines

The Spectator 1894

this textbook provides a coherent and comprehensive account of the different frameworks for

understanding power which have been advanced within the social sciences though looking

back to the classical literature on power with special emphasis on machiavelli and hobbes the
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book concentrates on the modern analysis of power from both british and american social and

political theorists and from german critical theory and french theorists such as foucault and

develops upon its theory and its application not only does the book provide an overview of the

various frameworks of power advanced by these and other influential thinkers but it also

develops a new synthesis based on important work in both the sociology of science and the

sociology of organizations this approach is then applied to key questions in the comparative

historical sociology of the emergence of the modern state

The Athenæum 1888

a literary historical account of english poetry from anglo saxon writings to the present

The Social Setting of the Ministry as Reflected in the Writings

of Hermas, Clement and Ignatius 2006-01-01

central to identity personal responsibility economic systems theology and the political and

military imaginaries the practice of sacrifice has inspired disturbed and abused mimesis and

sacrifice brings together scholars from the humanities military business and social sciences to

examine the role that sacrifice plays in different present day settings from economics to

gender relations inspired by rene girard s work chapters explore i the extent to which the

social character of human living makes us mimetic ii whether mimesis necessarily leads to

competitive aggression iii whether aggression must be defused by aggressive sacrificial rituals

and whether all sacrifice has this aim and iv the role of the second lesson of the cross as

girard called it the lesson of self giving for others in addressing present societal problems by

investigating sacrifice across this span of arenas and questions yet within one volume

mimesis and sacrifice presents a new appreciation of its influence and consequences in the

world today contributing not only to mimetic theory but to greater understanding of which

societal arrangement enable us to live well together and what hobbles that goal
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On Durkheim's Rules of Sociological Method (Routledge

Revivals) 2010-11

this book is about a psychotherapist in the making so both the strengths and errors of the

psychotherapist are laid bare for the reader to scrutinize it discusses psychotherapy in relation

to such areas as modes of cure conscience

The English Catalogue of Books 1889

malinowski s argonauts of the western pacific was a major contribution to anthropological

theory and method while simultaneously establishing the sub field of economic anthropology

even a century after its publication malinowski s pioneering work remains critical for

anthropology in a postcolonial age this volume uses ethnographic studies from around the

world to contextualize the work politically and intellectually examining its gestation and

influence from multiple perspectives it critically explores the meaning of economy for

malinowski from his formation in the austro hungarian empire to his path breaking fieldwork in

melanesia and ensuing career in london

Metaphysics 2012-06-13

Controversies in Analytical Psychology 2003-09-02

A History of the Jewish People 2005

Torch and Colonial Book Circular 1888
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Pedagogy and the Shaping of Consciousness 2005-03-01

Routledge Encyclopaedia of Educational Thinkers

2016-05-20

Frameworks of Power 1989-07-17

History of the German People at the Close of the Middle Ages:

Popular education and science. Art and popular literature.

Political economy 1896

History of the German People at the Close of the Middle Ages:

Political economy continued. The Holy Roman Empire: its

relation to foreign countries 1896

Bookseller and the Stationery Trades' Journal 1890

The Cambridge History of English Poetry 2010-04-29

Mimesis and Sacrifice 2019-10-17
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The Making of a Psychotherapist 2018-05-08

The Anatomy of Madness 2004

One Hundred Years of Argonauts 2024-06-01

Humanities 1986
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